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Greetings,  
As we approach the midpoint of the fall semester, I am proud to report that our enrollment is once again at an all-
time high with 900 students enrolled – and interest in CDU only continues to skyrocket. On Saturday, September 21, 
we welcomed nearly 250 prospective students and their families to the fall session of Discover CDU. University 
officials were available to share information about undergraduate and graduate programs, as well as financial aid 

workshops. We remain committed to becoming a midsize University, and I thank the CDU staff, faculty and 
administration for their continued leadership in ensuring our growth.  

*** 

Members of the CDU community have been featured prominently in the media this month, as COM professor Dr. 
Shahrzad Bazargan was quote extensively in articles by Consumer Reports and Reuters on the correlation between 
severe cycling injuries and helmet use, while Psychiatry resident Dr. Joshua Cenido was quoted in an article by Our 
Weekly discussing the negative implications that the current social and political climate can have on the mental 

health of people of color in the United States. 

*** 

On a final note, we are just a few days away from the biggest weekend of the year on campus, with the annual 
Homecoming Gala taking place on Friday, October 4, at the Marina Del Rey Marriott, and Jazz at Drew taking place 
the following day on campus. With scheduled performances from Will Downing, The Ohio Players, NEXT, Louie Cruz 
Beltran, the Lao Tizer Band featuring Eric Marienthal and Karen Briggs, as well as local artist Toni Scruggs, this year’s 
concert is sure to be another amazing one. For tickets to the Homecoming Gala, which are $50 for CDU Alumni and 
personnel, click here or visit https://donate.cdrewu.edu/GivingtoCDU2018.asp; for tickets to Jazz at Drew, be sure to 
visit jazzatdrew.eventbrite.com.  
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Los Angeles Sentinel 
Great Music for A Greater Mission: Jazz 
at Drew 2019 Features Will Downing, 
The Ohio Players, Louie Cruz Beltran 
And More  (9/3/2019) 

Voyage LA  
Meet Adrienne Martinez of Theory 
Generator Playground, A Latino 
Student Research Collective 
(9/4/2019) 

MedShadow 
For Synthroid Users, Pinpointing the 
Correct Dosage is Key (9/9/2019) 

Consumer Reports 
Most Cyclists Who Suffer Head Injuries 
Aren't Wearing Helmets (9/13/2019) 

Earth 
Over 20 percent of adult bike riders 
weren’t wearing a helmet during a 
crash (9/13/2019) 

U.S. News and World Report 
Most Cyclists Suffering Head Injuries 
Not Wearing Helmets: Study 
(9/13/2019) 

Reuters 
More evidence supports helmet use by 
cyclists  (9/15/2019) 

Our Weekly 
Trump Effect: Is administration a 
present danger to Black psyche?  
(9/24/2019) 

Ofc. Of Supervisor Mark Ridley-
Thomas 
LA County Bans Flavored E-Cigs and 
Flavored Tobacco to Protect Youth 
(9/24/2019) 
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The Legacy of   

W.M. Cobb, PhD 
Sylvia Drew Ivie, JD, special assistant to the President, was the 
featured speaker for this month's edition of the Haynes Lecture 
Series in the Cobb boardroom on Thursday, September 26. She 

gave the CDU community more insight into the life and history 
of Dr. William Montague Cobb, the namesake of CDU's first 
permanent structure constructed in 1984. Dr. Cobb was the 
first Distingushed Professor of Anatomy at Howard University 

and served at the Editor Emertius of the National Medical 
Association. He also served as President Emertius of the 
NAACP.  

He was a dear friend of the University's namesake, Dr. Charles 

R. Drew, having attended high school and college with him, and 
later teaching alongside him at Howard University. In the years 
following Dr. Drew's passing in the 1950s, Dr. Cobb's influence 
remained constant in the Drew family and eventually extended 

to the youngest daughter, Sylvia. She recalled working for him 
in 1963: "He influenced me profoundly as a young person; and I 
think he could influence [the entire CDU community] if we all 
knew more about him."  

Dr. Cobb was the first African American to receive a PhD in 
physical anthropology in 1932, and his work in the field made a 
significant impact on the public health of African Americans. 
Through research, he was able to prove that there were no 

anatomical differences between Black and White bodies, and 
he was the first to argue that demographics and racism had 
health effects on African Americans that could not only cause 
disease, but also impede development.  

Dr. Cobb's contributions to national public health began in the 
1940's, when he was called upon to testify in front of the 
United States senate in support of the National health 
insurance program. Two decades later in 1965, Dr. Cobb 

testified again in front of Congress, and used his expertise to 
testify for the health care legislation known as Medicare. Drew 
Ivie noted that “it was very unusual” for a Black doctor to be 
called to testify for something as significant as national health 

care reform in the mid-20
th

 century. 

The passing of Medicare led to the desegregation of hospitals 
across the nation and expanded health coverage to those who 
needed it most, such as the elderly and disadvantaged Black 

citizens. Dr. Cobb was cited by President Lyndon Johnson as a 
integral force behind getting the act passed. 

Dr. Cobb instructed over 6,000 dental and medical students 
throughout his lifetime, including CDU founding administration 
and faculty such as Drs. Leroy Weekes and M. Alfred Haynes. In 
fact, it was Dr. Haynes that suggested naming CDU’s first 
building after Cobb in the 1980s. Dr. Cobb observed this fact at 
the building’s dedication ceremony in December 1984: “I find it 
interesting that the proposal [for the building's name] came 
from colleagues that I have taught… Now [mine and Dr. Drew’s] 
names have been brought together in the context of medical 
science.” (Los Angeles Sentinel, 1984) 

Legacy of  

CDU 
“Legacy of CDU” offers readers an intimate 
look into the rich history of Charles R. Drew 

University of Medicine and Science. 

Special Thanks to  

University Archivist Robin Schiff 

Student Life  

Moses Hinton (pictured right), a student in the Biomedical 
Sciences program, is president of CDU’s newly- founded LGBT+ 
Health Association. Hinton began the group after noticing that 
there were no groups on campus with an emphasis on supporting 
LGBT+ students. “With the initiation of the LGBT+ Health 
Association, hopefully students who identify as LGBT+ can feel 
comfortable taking pride in their identity on and off campus,” 
Hinton said. 
 
Although the LGBT+ Health Association is the University’s first 
LGBT+ student group, CDU has several initiatives with a focus on 
combating health disparities within LGBT+ communities, such as 
Drew C.A.R.E.S., the CDU/UCLA Oasis Clinic, and the long- running 
HIV/AIDS mobile van project. However, from a student 
perspective, Mr. Hinton believes CDU can be a pioneer in truly 
advocating for the needs and interests of its LGBT+ students: 
“CDU can break the stigma of supporting LGBT+ students, [an 
area where historically black institutions] typically fall short 
[compared to predominantly white institutions].” 
 
The LGBT+ Health Association is open to all who wish to join, and Hinton especially encourages those who do not 
identify as LGBT+ to consider joining the group. “[E]ven for those who are not part of the LGBT+ community, it is 
necessary to be aware of…how they can best serve patients who identify differently [in order to] help eliminate 
health disparities in marginalized groups such as the LGBT+ community.” 
 
Mr. Hinton is also president of the Critical Exploration of Academic Literature (CEAL) group, funded partly by the 
annual Mission Maker fund, which had its first meeting of the fall semester on Wednesday, September 18. Isaura 
Macias, also a COSH student, serves as the group’s co-president and the group is currently looking to expand their 
cabinet with secretary and treasurer positions. 
 
The goal of CEAL is to address the needs of CDU students interested in learning how to present and comprehend 
academic journals. Throughout the semester, student presenters will learn new presentation and research skills, and 
be able to practice those newly-acquired skills offering presentations in the meetings. CDU students already have 
access to scholarly research and activities on campus, and Mr. Hinton hopes that as president, he can help “make 
accessing and benefiting from these resources easy, productive and fun.” 
 
The CEAL group meets every other Wednesday at noon. For more information about this group or the LGBT+ Health 
Association, feel free to reach out to Moses Hinton at moseshinton@cdrewu.edu.  

Student Group Spotlight: LGBT+ Health Association 
and Critical Exploration of  Academic Literature 

The Alumni Relations Unit and Career Services hosted the second annual 
Professional Development Fair on September 17 in the Keck Lecture Hall. 
The event featured breakout sessions on salary negotiations, 

entrepreneurship in healthcare, the importance of mentorship and more. 
Presenters included Kristena Deyon Hacher of Creative Artist Agency; Kristy 
Sherrer of the UCLA Fielding School of Public Health; Belinda Addo, MS, 
MSN, a CDU alum and president of the Global Health Initiative; Adrienne 

Martinez, PhD, RN, PHN, chair of the CDU Alumni Association; and Natalie 
Gouché, a social media and marketing coach.  

Organizations offering information about health careers included: 
CannaSafe, Community Clinic Association of Los Angeles, EpiSource, 
Housecall Doctors, LAUSD, Liberty Utilities, Maxim Healthcare Services, 
USDA and ViaCare. The event was sponsored by Wells Fargo. 

Alumni Relations & Career Services Host 
Second Professional Development Fair 
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Campus News 

The Division of Student Affairs and the Office of International Affairs at CDU 
collaborated to commemorate National Hispanic Heritage Month (NHHM) with a 
variety of activities throughout the months of September and October. Festivities 

began on Monday, September 16, with a CDU faculty and student panel featuring Dr. 
Monica Ferrini, Dr. Hector Balcazar, Eileen Forbes-Hill, and CDU students Gabriela 
Gomez and Carolina Rodriguez-Orozco discussing what it means to them to be 
Hispanic. They touched on themes of identity as it related to being multiracial, 

colorism within the Hispanic community due to being “too” light or “too” dark,” as 
well as how to navigate the currently charged social climate in the United States as a 
person of color.  

On September 19, CDU students had a chance to win copies of Ernesto Quiñonez’s highly acclaimed title, Bodega 

Dreams, courtesy of the Division of Student Affairs, and held a spirited book discussion a week later on the Cobb Lawn.  

An Afro-Latino Heritage Celebration on Thursday, September 26, featured a 
spirited discussion with members of the International Society of Black Latinos 
(ISBL), who discussed the influence that the African diaspora has had and 

continues to have on Latin cultures around the world. Juanita Palacios-Sims, ISBL 
president, discussed colorism within the community, pulling from her personal 
experience as a dark- skinned Cuban woman: “Because of the color of my skin, I 
don’t ‘look’ Latina [...] what is a Latina supposed to look like, and why is there only 

one image of such a diverse culture?” Further, she implored the audience to 
understand that ethnicity is more tied to “your ancestors and where they come 
from, than it is [to] language and where you live.” 

The Division of Student Affairs presented the “Fall Faculty Friday” series on September 27with Dr. Noé Rubén Chávez, a 

faculty member in the College of Science and Health, who discussed his experiences travelling between Mexico and the 
United States as a young person, and how that changed after 9/11. 

Dr. Lejeune Lockett, director of the Office of International Affairs, spoke of her expectations for this year’s NHHM 
activities and celebrations: “We hope that this [cultural programming] helps to shapes our learning and social 

environment at this University, as well as make the campus more inclusive and intellectually stimulating.” 

NHHM activities conclude with the Diplomat on Global Health Disparities series on Tuesday, October 8, with an 
overview of the country of Bolivia. Click here to view photos from the National Hispanic Heritage Month celebrations, or 
visit CDU’s SmugMug website. 

CDU Commemorates National Hispanic Heritage 

With Month-Long Celebration 

Dr. Monica Ferrini and Eileen Forbes-Hill 

were participants in the kickoff panel for 

NHHM on September 16.  

Members of the ISBL speak at the Afro-
Latino Heritage Celebration on 

September 26. 

New Dean of  Student Affairs to Begin October 7 
CDU is pleased to announce Syreeta Greene, EdD, (pictured left)  as the new Dean of 
Student Affairs. Dr. Greene begins her new position on Monday, October 7, and will 
help lead the University's drive to become a student-centric midsized educational 

institution. 

Dr. Greene has worked in higher education for nearly two decades, utilizing her 
experience to provide effective resources and advocate for the success of 
underrepresented and historically marginalized students. Dr. Greene earned her 

doctorate in Educational Leadership, Master’s of Social Work and  Bachelor of 
Science degree in Public Policy and Management from the University of Southern 
California.  

Dr. Greene's welcoming reception will be held October 7 in the LSRNE Lobby, from 

noon -1 p.m.  

Intranet 

Reminder 

All materials and guidelines for any internal or external CDU communications are available on 

the CDU intranet website, which can be accessed by clicking here or typing cdunet/
styleguides into your web browser's address bar. Please note that this resource is only 
accessible while you are on the CDU campus.  

You will find all CDU's branding, visual identity and style guidelines on the intranet, as well as 
official logos and premade templates for flyers, broadcast emails and advertisements. The 
Visual Identity Guide contains the rules and specifications for using the CDU logo, type fonts 
and official school colors, while the Style Guide provides rules and specifications that will help 
us have more uniformity and agreement when writing about the University.  

If there are any questions about the CDU intranet, the guides or their application, contact the 
Office of Strategic Advancement at (323) 357-3669. 

Research News 

CDU Professor and Alumna Co-Author Study Detailing 

Helmet Use on Bicycles 

A study in the journal Brain Injury, co-authored by CDU 
professor Shahrzad Bazargan-Hejazi, PhD, and CDU 
alumna Lagina Scott, MD, noted that 78% of adult cyclists 

and 88% of young riders who suffered head and neck 
injuries were not wearing helmets when they were injured. 
Men were found to be less likely to wear helmets than 
women, and were 36% more likely to die compared to 

women when in an accident. Researchers from CDU and 
UCLA came across these results after examining data from 
76,032 cycling injuries from 2002 to 2012. 

The study also noted, perhaps unsurprisingly, that cyclists 

who wore helmets were 44% less likely to die from their 
injuries than their counterparts who did not, and they also 
had less severe injuries and shorter hospital stays. 

Though it's not clear why some individuals chose to use 

helmets while others did not, Dr. Bazargan-Hejazi offered 
speculation as to why: “Non-helmet users are more likely 
to be less educated or aware of the protective nature of 
the helmet, or they might have a heightened perception of 

being able to handle risky road situations. Affordability is 

also a factor for people from lower socioeconomic 
backgrounds.” 

Though researchers did not specifically design the study 

to track how race impacted helmet use or injury 
outcomes, they did observe that Black, Hispanic and Asian 
cyclists experienced longer hospital stays and higher 
mortality rates due to cycling related injuries than White 

riders. Ultimately, the team concluded that the data 
pointed to a need to educate at- risk groups about helmet 
use and head injuries. 

However, Dr. Bazargan-Hejazi questioned the efficacy of 

traditional bike safety education. “While the education is 
necessary, it is not sufficient,” Dr. Bazargan-Hejazi said. "If 
you have the financial resources available to educate 
people, then the education should be more ingrained in a 

culturally competent, or peer-based, approach." 

This study was featured in top publications such as 
Consumer Reports, U.S. News and World Report and 
Reuters. 

CDU's Accelerating Excellence in Translational Science (AXIS) Center was one of eight 
research grants to be funded by the National Institute of Health's (NIH) legacy 
Research Centers in Minority Institutions (RCMI) Specialized Centers program, 

established in 1985 to advance the science of minority health and health disparities 
in multiple disciplines, promote the diversity of the biomedical workforce, reduce 
health disparities and promote health equity. 

The AXIS Center will share approximately $187 million with the other research 
centers over a five-year period, and provide opportunities for interventions to reduce 
health disparities within Service Planning Area (SPA) 6. AXIS will also focus on socio-
economic and environmental factors and build upon the application of Precision 
Medicine in the areas of cancer, cardiometabolic diseases and HIV/AIDS. 

Research Department Awarded Millions in Funding To 
Advance Research in Underserved Communities 

Dr. Jay Vagdama (pictured) leads 

the AXIS Center at CDU. 
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featured speaker for this month's edition of the Haynes Lecture 
Series in the Cobb boardroom on Thursday, September 26. She 

gave the CDU community more insight into the life and history 
of Dr. William Montague Cobb, the namesake of CDU's first 
permanent structure constructed in 1984. Dr. Cobb was the 
first Distingushed Professor of Anatomy at Howard University 

and served at the Editor Emertius of the National Medical 
Association. He also served as President Emertius of the 
NAACP.  

He was a dear friend of the University's namesake, Dr. Charles 

R. Drew, having attended high school and college with him, and 
later teaching alongside him at Howard University. In the years 
following Dr. Drew's passing in the 1950s, Dr. Cobb's influence 
remained constant in the Drew family and eventually extended 

to the youngest daughter, Sylvia. She recalled working for him 
in 1963: "He influenced me profoundly as a young person; and I 
think he could influence [the entire CDU community] if we all 
knew more about him."  

Dr. Cobb was the first African American to receive a PhD in 
physical anthropology in 1932, and his work in the field made a 
significant impact on the public health of African Americans. 
Through research, he was able to prove that there were no 

anatomical differences between Black and White bodies, and 
he was the first to argue that demographics and racism had 
health effects on African Americans that could not only cause 
disease, but also impede development.  

Dr. Cobb's contributions to national public health began in the 
1940's, when he was called upon to testify in front of the 
United States senate in support of the National health 
insurance program. Two decades later in 1965, Dr. Cobb 

testified again in front of Congress, and used his expertise to 
testify for the health care legislation known as Medicare. Drew 
Ivie noted that “it was very unusual” for a Black doctor to be 
called to testify for something as significant as national health 

care reform in the mid-20
th

 century. 

The passing of Medicare led to the desegregation of hospitals 
across the nation and expanded health coverage to those who 
needed it most, such as the elderly and disadvantaged Black 

citizens. Dr. Cobb was cited by President Lyndon Johnson as a 
integral force behind getting the act passed. 

Dr. Cobb instructed over 6,000 dental and medical students 
throughout his lifetime, including CDU founding administration 
and faculty such as Drs. Leroy Weekes and M. Alfred Haynes. In 
fact, it was Dr. Haynes that suggested naming CDU’s first 
building after Cobb in the 1980s. Dr. Cobb observed this fact at 
the building’s dedication ceremony in December 1984: “I find it 
interesting that the proposal [for the building's name] came 
from colleagues that I have taught… Now [mine and Dr. Drew’s] 
names have been brought together in the context of medical 
science.” (Los Angeles Sentinel, 1984) 

Legacy of  

CDU 
“Legacy of CDU” offers readers an intimate 
look into the rich history of Charles R. Drew 

University of Medicine and Science. 

Special Thanks to  

University Archivist Robin Schiff 

Student Life  

Moses Hinton (pictured right), a student in the Biomedical 
Sciences program, is president of CDU’s newly- founded LGBT+ 
Health Association. Hinton began the group after noticing that 
there were no groups on campus with an emphasis on supporting 
LGBT+ students. “With the initiation of the LGBT+ Health 
Association, hopefully students who identify as LGBT+ can feel 
comfortable taking pride in their identity on and off campus,” 
Hinton said. 
 
Although the LGBT+ Health Association is the University’s first 
LGBT+ student group, CDU has several initiatives with a focus on 
combating health disparities within LGBT+ communities, such as 
Drew C.A.R.E.S., the CDU/UCLA Oasis Clinic, and the long- running 
HIV/AIDS mobile van project. However, from a student 
perspective, Mr. Hinton believes CDU can be a pioneer in truly 
advocating for the needs and interests of its LGBT+ students: 
“CDU can break the stigma of supporting LGBT+ students, [an 
area where historically black institutions] typically fall short 
[compared to predominantly white institutions].” 
 
The LGBT+ Health Association is open to all who wish to join, and Hinton especially encourages those who do not 
identify as LGBT+ to consider joining the group. “[E]ven for those who are not part of the LGBT+ community, it is 
necessary to be aware of…how they can best serve patients who identify differently [in order to] help eliminate 
health disparities in marginalized groups such as the LGBT+ community.” 
 
Mr. Hinton is also president of the Critical Exploration of Academic Literature (CEAL) group, funded partly by the 
annual Mission Maker fund, which had its first meeting of the fall semester on Wednesday, September 18. Isaura 
Macias, also a COSH student, serves as the group’s co-president and the group is currently looking to expand their 
cabinet with secretary and treasurer positions. 
 
The goal of CEAL is to address the needs of CDU students interested in learning how to present and comprehend 
academic journals. Throughout the semester, student presenters will learn new presentation and research skills, and 
be able to practice those newly-acquired skills offering presentations in the meetings. CDU students already have 
access to scholarly research and activities on campus, and Mr. Hinton hopes that as president, he can help “make 
accessing and benefiting from these resources easy, productive and fun.” 
 
The CEAL group meets every other Wednesday at noon. For more information about this group or the LGBT+ Health 
Association, feel free to reach out to Moses Hinton at moseshinton@cdrewu.edu.  

Student Group Spotlight: LGBT+ Health Association 
and Critical Exploration of  Academic Literature 

The Alumni Relations Unit and Career Services hosted the second annual 
Professional Development Fair on September 17 in the Keck Lecture Hall. 
The event featured breakout sessions on salary negotiations, 

entrepreneurship in healthcare, the importance of mentorship and more. 
Presenters included Kristena Deyon Hacher of Creative Artist Agency; Kristy 
Sherrer of the UCLA Fielding School of Public Health; Belinda Addo, MS, 
MSN, a CDU alum and president of the Global Health Initiative; Adrienne 

Martinez, PhD, RN, PHN, chair of the CDU Alumni Association; and Natalie 
Gouché, a social media and marketing coach.  

Organizations offering information about health careers included: 
CannaSafe, Community Clinic Association of Los Angeles, EpiSource, 
Housecall Doctors, LAUSD, Liberty Utilities, Maxim Healthcare Services, 
USDA and ViaCare. The event was sponsored by Wells Fargo. 

Alumni Relations & Career Services Host 
Second Professional Development Fair 

mailto:moseshinton@cdrewu.edu


Greetings,  
As we approach the midpoint of the fall semester, I am proud to report that our enrollment is once again at an all-
time high with 900 students enrolled – and interest in CDU only continues to skyrocket. On Saturday, September 21, 
we welcomed nearly 250 prospective students and their families to the fall session of Discover CDU. University 
officials were available to share information about undergraduate and graduate programs, as well as financial aid 

workshops. We remain committed to becoming a midsize University, and I thank the CDU staff, faculty and 
administration for their continued leadership in ensuring our growth.  

*** 

Members of the CDU community have been featured prominently in the media this month, as COM professor Dr. 
Shahrzad Bazargan was quote extensively in articles by Consumer Reports and Reuters on the correlation between 
severe cycling injuries and helmet use, while Psychiatry resident Dr. Joshua Cenido was quoted in an article by Our 
Weekly discussing the negative implications that the current social and political climate can have on the mental 

health of people of color in the United States. 

*** 

On a final note, we are just a few days away from the biggest weekend of the year on campus, with the annual 
Homecoming Gala taking place on Friday, October 4, at the Marina Del Rey Marriott, and Jazz at Drew taking place 
the following day on campus. With scheduled performances from Will Downing, The Ohio Players, NEXT, Louie Cruz 
Beltran, the Lao Tizer Band featuring Eric Marienthal and Karen Briggs, as well as local artist Toni Scruggs, this year’s 
concert is sure to be another amazing one. For tickets to the Homecoming Gala, which are $50 for CDU Alumni and 
personnel, click here or visit https://donate.cdrewu.edu/GivingtoCDU2018.asp; for tickets to Jazz at Drew, be sure to 
visit jazzatdrew.eventbrite.com.  

PRESIDENT’S  
MESSAGE 

David M. Carlisle, MD, PhD 
President & CEO 

Standing room only at Discover CDU on September 21. Academic info session at Discover CDU on September 21. 
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Los Angeles Sentinel 
Great Music for A Greater Mission: Jazz 
at Drew 2019 Features Will Downing, 
The Ohio Players, Louie Cruz Beltran 
And More  (9/3/2019) 

Voyage LA  
Meet Adrienne Martinez of Theory 
Generator Playground, A Latino 
Student Research Collective 
(9/4/2019) 

MedShadow 
For Synthroid Users, Pinpointing the 
Correct Dosage is Key (9/9/2019) 

Consumer Reports 
Most Cyclists Who Suffer Head Injuries 
Aren't Wearing Helmets (9/13/2019) 

Earth 
Over 20 percent of adult bike riders 
weren’t wearing a helmet during a 
crash (9/13/2019) 

U.S. News and World Report 
Most Cyclists Suffering Head Injuries 
Not Wearing Helmets: Study 
(9/13/2019) 

Reuters 
More evidence supports helmet use by 
cyclists  (9/15/2019) 

Our Weekly 
Trump Effect: Is administration a 
present danger to Black psyche?  
(9/24/2019) 

Ofc. Of Supervisor Mark Ridley-
Thomas 
LA County Bans Flavored E-Cigs and 
Flavored Tobacco to Protect Youth 
(9/24/2019) 
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